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Introduction 
This paper describes the successful development of a 

radiation-hardened bulk CMOS technology and a new two-port 
standard cell family which utilizes all the advantages 
afforded by a radiation-hard self-aligned four micron poly-
silicon gate structure. Characteristic data obtained on the 
process, and results obtained frcr.i random logic circuits de
signed and laid out using the standard cells are presented to 
demonstrate the electrical and radiation performance of this 
technology. Designated the Expanded Linear Array (ELA), the 
principal objectives of this technology are higher packing 
density, increased speed of operation, topological design 
flexibility, compatibility with automated layout and routing 
techniques, and radiation hardness. 

ELA Cell Family 
The specific design goals of the ELA cell family include 

minimum performance characteristics of five to ten nanosecond 
gate delays and counter frequencies of 20 M!1Z at ten volt 
operation. A total dose hardness of 106 Rad (Si) and a 
transient upset level of 5xloS Rad (Si)/scc. with no latch up 
at any level have been demonstrated in this technology. The 
structure and cell layout technique were tailored to allow new 
cells to be designed easily and quickly and also to provide 
the capability Cor expansion and modification of existing 
cells with a minimum effort as design rules improve. 
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Fundamental assumptions used to derive the complete sot 
of design rules and the prominent resulting feature sizes arc 
summarized below. 

1. Alignment Tolerance 
2. Substrate Doping and 

Operating Voltage 
3. Metal Patterning 

4. Poly Patterning 

5. Contact Windows 

<P 

10 .15 10V 

15/i p i tch ; 8/t l ines 
x 7/t spaces 

20/i -pi tch; 14/1 l ines 
X 0/1 spaces [ in t e r 
connects) , l/i gates 

6/t x 6/1 or 5/i x 7/t 

Figure 1 shows the EI.A structure for a typical two-input 
gate, n and p transistors are arranged in a linear array; 
vertical, four micron polysilicon gates are on a fixed 20 
micron horizontal pitch, and metal, is used to interconnect the 
appropriate regions. The standard cell height for this cell 
family is ].50/im. An advantage of this layout approach is that 
feedthroughs arc available, and each cell input and output is 
accessible from both sides. These characteristics are signif
icant in attaining minimum area standard cell chip layouts 
with automated placement and routing techniques.' >2 

A continuous p+ guardbnnd surrounds the p-well containing 
the n-c.hanucl devices to assure radiation hardness. The re
quired lateral isolation of devices results from the use of 
field shields. In this layout approach the guardband area 
penalty is about five percent. 

ELA Process 

The process used to fabricate the ELA structure involves 
nine masks. A p-well is implanted into a 3-6 Si-cm (100) 
substrate and driven in to 6/i M. Just after the p+ guardbanu 
diffusion, a nonselective phosphorous implant is used to 
increase the p-channel field threshold. An 8000 A field 
oxide is formed; then a 550A gate is grown in dry oxygen. 
After depositing, doping, and plasma etching the pojysilicon, 
an aluminum mask is deposited and patterned, and the n+ 
sources and drains are implanted. The p* regions are implanted 
using a photoresist mask. The intermediate dielectric is then 
deposited; this activates the implants. Contact windows are 
cut next and an aluminum-silicon interconnect metalization 
applied. 



Ill order to assure radiation hardness, the fiLA fabrica
tion sequence has several features incorporated from earlier 
work on radiation-hard MOS processing.3 Two aspects in 
particular sliouJd be noted. First, the j;ate dielectric is 
kept as thin as possible (55QA) to reduce radiation-induced 
threshold shifts. And secondly, thermal treatments after gate 
oxidation arc kept to a minimum. 

Test Vehicles 
To thoroughly evaluate and characterize both the electri

cal and radiation performance of the lil.A technology, a test 
chip containing a range of physics devices, test transistors 
on both gate and field oxides, standard cells, and circuits 
formed with these cells was designed. The 8-bit Arithmetic 
Logic Unit (ALU) used as the test circuit in the technology 
and design evaluation study of the Air l:orce Fault Tolerant 
Computer Program was also implemented in this technology. A 
photomicrograph of the ALU is shown in Fipure 2. 

Results 
A representative sample of experimentally derived electri

cal parameters for the cell family are shown below. 
Output Drives [ma) 

Gate 1'ropasati.on Delays 2 Volts Off Kail 
5v lOv 5v lOv 

inverter 7-11 ns 3-5 ns n p n p 
2-input NOR 13-19 ns 6-8 ns Output Buffer 7 5 14 9 
2-input N'AKD 14-20 ns 6-8 ns Standard Cells 1 0.8 1.7 1.0 
The coll family can be generally characterized as having 5-10 ns 
gate delays at 10 volts and 10-20 ns gate delays at 5 volts. 
Counter operation of 20 MHZ is possible at 10 volts. 

Radiation results on both discrete test transistors and on 
ALU's fabricated with the L:IA process show very consistent 
results. Figure 3 shows the n- and p-channel characteristic 
threshold shifts as a function of total dose for the two bias 
conditions of interest. The worst case threshold shift (AV ,) 
under gamma radiation is observed for the off (unbiased) p-
channel transistor. The n-ch.-innols shift slightly toward 
depiction at moderate doses and then toward accumulation at 
about 3 to 5 x 10 5 Rails. 



Typical gate delays as a function of gamma dose arc shown 
in Figure A for 5 and ]0-volt operation. At the 10-volt de
sign voltage, delay times typically increase by 10 percent at 
10^ rads, about 50 percent at 3 x 10$ rads and a factor of 3 
at 10" rads. Of particular interest in the evaluation of ALU 
performance is one critical delay path containing 14 scries 
gates. Figure 5 shows the increased delay in this path; re
sults agree well with that quoted for individual cells. Test 
circuits have also demonstrated transient upset levels of 
5 x 108 Rads (Si)/scc. with no latch up at any level. 

Summary 
A radiation-hardened bulk silicon gate CMOS technology 

and a topologically simple, high-performance dual-port cell 
family utilizing this process have been demonstrated. Addi
tional circuits, including a random logic circuit containing 
4800 transistors on a 236 x 236 mil die, arc presently being 
designed and processed. Finally, a joint design-process 
effort is underway to redesign the cell family in reduced 
design rules; this results in a factor of 2.5 cell sise re
duction and a factor of 3 decrease in chip interconnect area. 
Cell performance is correspondingly improved. 
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